
1. MAGIC ALL AROUND SHOW. 
This is a 30 minute show that 
involves audience participa-
tion, sleight of hand and lots 
of fun. This show will keep 
them laughing and amazed.

2. WALK AROUND MAGIC AND 
MIRACLES. Strolling magic 
and table side magic using 
sleight of hand.

3. ZANY MAGIC SHOW. (45 min) This is a larger 45 minute show with lots of  
participation and wacky props. At the end of the show, a real cake is made in 
a fun magical routine. The magic will fool adults as well as children all while 
giving everyone something to laugh and smile about. 

4. MAGIC THAT QUACK’S YOU UP (45 min) features live animals (duck, rabbits  
and doves), wacky props, music, audience participation and lots of good 
clean humor. This show is a big hit and the kids will love the animals and 
funny magic. This show has been selected to entertain for the Chicago Bulls,  
libraries, festivals, park districts and Taste of Chicago.

5. SCIENCE ALIVE. (45 min) This is a fun interactive science party that will  
make your kids the star while teaching basic scientific principles. The show 
features liquid nitrogen, human gyroscopes, artificial snow and more. This  
is a home version of the show Getting Excited About Science. The kids get  
to keep what we make during the show.

You can see Steve Belliveau most every Sunday night at LaVilla in Chicago 
as well as for many home games of the Chicago Bulls and Chicago Sky teams 

(pregame entertainment in the concourse).
ALL SHOWS ARE BOOKED ON A FIRST SERVED BASIS.  

PLEASE CALL 630-213-8000.

Show Add Ons:
1. LEVITATION. We can make your  

boy or girl float in the air. 
2. SAWING IN HALF. We can saw a  

boy or girl in half in a light hearted 
and magical way. 

3. BALLOONS. We can make  
sophisticated balloon sculptures 
that everyone will enjoy.

4. MAGIC TRICK GIVEAWAYS. 
5. SOUND SYSTEM. Professional 

sound system and microphones for 
show. This is recommended if there 
will be 50 people or more.  

www.sbmagic.com 
www.getscience.net
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